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Mr. Chairman, -Members of the Senate Judiciary Committee, my name

is Kate Michelman and I am here representing the National

Abortion Rights Action League, a grassroots political

organization with a state and national membership of almost

200,000 women and men. I am NASAL'S Executive Director.

The threat to Roe v. Wade1 imposed by the pending nominations of

Antonin Scalia and William Rehnquist is very real. The

confirmation of Antonin Scalia and William Rehnquist will,

without a doubt, make Roe, and the freedom of women to make

private decisions about abortion, more vulnerable than at any

time since it was decided in 1973.

If I could speak today to Judge Scalia instead of this committee,

I might say to him "Justice, you may be conservative, you may be

of a religious faith which opposes abortion, you may prefer to

let elected bodies make as many decisions as possible, but Judge

Scalia can we count on your fairness? Can we count on you to

protect the rights of every citizen of this country, whether they

agree with you or not? Can we count on you to recognize the

\ fundamental constitutional rights guaranteed to every

individual?"
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I cannot speak directly in this way to Judge Scalia, but I can

speak to the Senate Judiciary Committee. And so I say to you:

Can you trust this man with decisions which will affect the lives

and health, the privacy and liberty of millions of American

women? Do you believe this nominee has a strong commitment to

ensuring that women have equal rights under the law?

As members of the Senate Judiciary Committee you must look at

many aspects of a nominee's qualifications and ideology. I am

here to point out one important area which you should consider.

The women of this nation, and the men who care about them, should

be able to count on the members of the U.S. Supreme Court for

equal justice under the law. -

Without the right to control their reproductive destiny, women

are not able to exercise fully their rights to liberty, " to

enjoy those privileges long recognized . . . as essential to the

orderly pursuit of happiness by free men."2

Let me repeat that this nominee, and the next nominee to the

Supreme Court, will be the deciding votes on whether the Roe v.

Wade decision remains as precedent, on the recognition that the

right to liberty and privacy includes the right to choose an

abortion. This nominee and the next nominee will decide whether

women in this country will need to resort to illegal and possibly

fatal abortions or will have access to safe legal abortions.

The composition of the Supreme Court is critical to the. future of

abortion rights. Anti-choice strategists see legislation coupled

with litigation as the most likely way to undermine or overturn

Roe. There is no shortage of anti-choice laws generating

litigation.3

Further, we must remember that while Chief Justice Burger has had

a mixed record on abortion cases, there is every reason to
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believe that Judge Scalia would take a consistent position

against women's liberty to make the choice between abortion and

delivery.

We know that in the 13 years since Roe was decided there have

been at least 14 abortion cases4 before the Court. There are

enough cases currently moving through the courts to realistically

expect the Supreme Court to deal with numerous abortion cases in

the immediate future.

Further still, we know the pro-choice majority had narrowed to

5-4 at the time of the most recent decision in Thornburah v.

American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists.^ A close

look at the members of the Court makes it clear that four of the

five pro-choice justices are over the age of 76. The probability

is high that we will soon lose one or more of the justices who

uphold and protect women's constitutional right to abortion.

We must look at the current nominees keeping in mind that new

members of the Court are likely to be appointed in the near

future. A Court currently unwilling to follow the leadership of

a Rehnquist or form a majority with a Scalia may soon become a

Court eager to move away from the recognition of individual

rights and return women to the days of illegal back alley

abortions.

Scalia, who refuses to recognize women's rights, is a danger when

he is in the minority, he is an even greater danger if he becomes

a part of a majority trying to move women back into the days of

illegal and unsafe abortion.

SCALIA'S MAJORITARIAN VIEWS

In nominating Antonin Scalia, President Reagan has selected a

judge who is a) personally and ideologically opposed to abortion
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rights^, and who b) believes that the courts should play a very

limited role in protecting constitutional rights in cases

involving controversial issues.

The intersection of these two views poses a serious threat to the

individual liberty of women to make decisions about their lives,

as well as to the continued ability of American political and

racial minorities, as perennial targets of discrimination, to

seek vindication of their constitutional rights in Court.

Scalia's most dangerous view, which he shares with Justice

Rehnquist, is his belief that the courts, in analyzing

constitutional questions, must abstain from ruling on issues on

which there is not a "national consensus."7

This is a purely subjective determination. There is no mechanism

accurately determining when a national consensus exists. This

philosophical approach allows Judge Scalia to decide there was a

societal consensus in 1954 at the time of the Brown v. Board of

Education decision,8 but not in 1973 at the time of the Roe

decision9 on the basis of his personal interpretation of history.

Once a person with this approach is on the U. S. Supreme Court,

we have no further safeguards against his willingness to

interpret the law according to his personal views of societal

consensus.

Hiding behind claims of judicial restraint, he picks and chooses

among rights rather than protecting all fundamental rights as the

Supreme Court should.

Perhaps even more frightening is the fact that if Judge Scalia

does not like "contemporary consensus" he is willing to refer

instead to "traditional consensus.'*10

Scalia's theory of present or past national consensus, or even

majority votes by legislative bodies, flies in the face of the
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fundamental principles embodied in the Bill of Rights, that the

absolute responsibility of the Courts is to uphold the

constitutional rights of individuals and minorities, regardless

of, and often in spite of, the wishes of the majority.11

Roughly defined, the concept of a constitutional right is

something than an individual cannot lose to the majority, unless

a compelling state interest is invoked. Scalia's majoritarian

philosophy though, indicates that the way something becomes a

right is that the majority decides it is a right, and that the

court should stay away from protecting rights that the majority

would not agree with.

Scalia's theory of law based on the morality of the elected

majority is reflected in Dronenbura v. Zech. where, in discussing

the right to privacy Judge Scalia joined Judge Bork in an opinion

which stated:

When the constitution does not speak to the contrary,
the choices of those put in authority by the electoral
process, or those who are accountable to such persons,
come before us not as suspect because majoritarian but
as conclusively valid for that very reason.12

If an individual whose liberty is being violated is not able to

turn to the courts, she or he is without much recourse. This

raises a difficult barrier for abortion rights: who defines

national consensus? A specific judge? Current public opinion?

Past traditions? The majority vote of Congress? And what

happens in the not unheard of situation where the actions of

Congress do not seem to reflect public opinion?

SCALIA'S ABORTION VIEWS

While Judge Scalia has never decided a case dealing specifically

with abortion rights, from his public statements he can be

expected to vote against women's rights to make private

choices.13
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In discussing abortion at an American Enterprise Institute for

Public Policy research forum Scalia stated,

"We have no quarrel when the right in question is one
that the whole society agrees upon," but of rights that
could be overidden by the majority, specifically
including abortion, Scalia added, "the courts have no
business being there. That is one of the problems;
they are calling rights things which we do not all
agree on."14

Because for some abortion is a morally complex issue, Scalia

would defer to the various judgements of the 50 state

legislatures, the hundreds of local legislatiave bodies—where

decision making is often based on what is politically expedient

today rather than on a reasoned application of constitutional

principles and precedents. He would defer to political bodies

rather than affirm constitutional rights that allow individual

women to weigh for themselves their life circumstances and the

moral questions and make a personal decision.

As a Supreme Court Justice, Antonin Scalia, in all likelihood,

would rule that the liberty to make a personal private decision

about abortion is not a fundamental right protected from quirky

interference by temporary legislative majorities. This will have

a tremendous impact on the lives of the women of this country, as

letters from women who have had abortions demonstrate:

Becoming pregnant just two months after the birth
of her first child, [my mother] was not well recovered
from this experience. Her doctor was concerned for her
health, but in 1940 there were no options. She and my
father chose to abort this child, fearful her health
was too fragile to manage another pregnancy so soon.
Done by a backstreet butcher, the abortion put my
mother's life in jeopardy and led to complications
which nearly killed her during her pregnancy with me a
few months later. She and I were in the hospital for
21 days following my birth and her health was perma-
nently ruined. She underwent a hysterectomy by the age
of 30 and has had two spinal fusions to attempt to
repair the damage done to her body because of her
pregnancies. (L-5)

I think the thing I will always remember most
vividly was walking up three flights of darkened stairs
and down that pitchy corridor and knocking at the door
at the end of it, not knowing what lie behind it, not
knowing whether I would ever walk back down those
stairs again. More than the incredible filth of the
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place, and my fear on seeing it that I would surely
become infected; more than the fact that the man was an
alcoholic, that he was drinking throughout the proce-
dure, a whiskey glass in one hand, a sharp instrument
in the other; more than the indescribable pain, the
most intense pain I have ever been subject to; more
than the humiliation of being told, "You can take your
pants down now, but you shoulda1—halha!—kept 'em on
before;" more than the degradation of being asked to
perform a deviate sex act after he had aborted me (he
offered me 20 of my 1000 bucks back for a "quick blow
job"); more than the hemorrhaging and the peritonitis
and the hospitalization that followed; more even that
the gut-twisting fear of being "found out" and locked
away for perhaps 20 years; more than all of these
things, those pitchy stairs and that dank, dark hallway
and the door at the end of it stay with me and chills
my blood still.

Because I saw in that darkness the clear and
distinct possibility that at the age of 23 I might very
well be taking the last walk of my life; that I might
never again see my two children, or my husband, or
anything else of this world. (L-2)

This is not a letter about an abortion. I wish it
were. Instead, it is about an incident which took place
over forty years ago in a small mid-western town on the
bank of the original "Old Mill Stream". One night a
young girl jumped off the railroad bridge to be drowned
in that river. I will always remember the town coming
alive with gossip over the fact that she was pregnant
and unmarried. . . I could imagine the young girl's
despair as she made her decision to end her life rather
than face the stigma of giving illegitimate birth. . .1
still grieve for the girl. (L-6)

My job on the assembly line at the plant was
going well and I needed that job desperately to support
the kids. Also I had started night school to improve
my chances to get a better job. I just couldn't have
another baby—5 kids were enough for me to support.

I felt badly for a day or two after the abortion.
I didn't like the idea of having to go thru with it.
But it was the right thing for me to do. If I had had
the baby I would have had to quit my job and go on
welfare. Instead I was able to make ends meet and get
the kids thru school. (L-19)

To this day I am profoundly grateful for having
been able to have a safe abortion. To this day I am
not a mother, which has been my choice. I have been
safe and lucky in not becoming pregnant again. I love
people and work in a helping profession which gives me
much satisfaction. (L-21)

I am a junior in college and am putting myself
through because my father has been unemployed and my
mother barely makes enough to support the rest of the
family. I have promised to help put my brother through
when I graduate next year and its his turn. I was
using a diaphragm for birth control but I got pregnant
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anyhow. There is no way I could continue this preg-
nancy because of my responsibilities to my family. I
never wanted to be pregnant and if abortion were not
legal I would do one on myself. (L-22)

I had an abortion in 1949 because I could not go
through with a loveless marriage for the sake of a
child I did not want. . . The benefits were incalcul-
able. I was able to terminate the pregnancy, to
complete my education, start a professional career, and
three years later marry a man I did love. We subse-
quently had three beautiful children by choice,
children who were welcomed with joy, cherished always,
and raised with deep pleasure because we attained
economic security and the maturity necessary to provide
properly for them. (L-29)

SCALIA'S VIEWS ON WOMEN'S RIGHTS

There are cases in which Scalia has shown himself hostile to the

rights of women and minorities. For example, in Vinson v.

Taylor, in which the Supreme Court upheld the D.C. Court of

Appeals' decision that sexual harassment constitutes

discrimination in violation of Title VII, Scalia joined Judge

Bork at the appellate level in a dissenting opinion which uses

language which insults and degrades women. The dissent charac-

terizes a supervisor's sexual harassment of an employee as mere

sexual "dalliance" and "solicitation" of sexual favors; the

plaintiff's problems are ignored or trivialized while Scalia and

Bork play intellectual games with the combinations and permuta-

tions resulting from mixing and matching hetero-, homo- and

bisexual supervisors and employees. Scalia's concurrence in this

decision indicates a great insensitivity to the real and serious

problems of sex discrimination in our society.

Scalia's dissent in Carter v. Duncan-Huggins. Ltd.. in which the

D.C. Court of Appeals upheld a lower court finding that a black

employee had been intentionally discriminated against by her

employer, reflects a similar insensitivity to the problems of

race discrimination. Scalia would have disregarded the clear

evidence of intentional discrimination and formulated a principle

that would have effectively prevented employees in small busi-

nesses from ever proving discrimination.

66-852 0 - 8 7 - 1 0
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It is disturbing to think that a man with the insensitivity

reflected in these cases will in the future make U.S. Supreme

Court decisions affecting women's lives.

CONCLUSION

The National Abortion Rights Action League urges you to vote

against Antonin Scalia's confirmation as a Justice of the United

States Supreme Court, in order to preserve the fundamental

constitutional right of American women to make an individual

decision about whether or not to choose an abortion—a decision

which can affect almost every other aspect of her life.
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13id. at 7, 21, 35

14id. at 21

Dear President Reagan,

Kay 15, 1985

Since you seem to feel that women's rights to control
their lives should be curtailed, I encourage you to listen
to my story.

My mother had an illegal abortion between the birth of
my sister and myself (we were only 18 months apart). She had
a congenital spinal defect and pregnancies were very hard on
her. Becoming pregnant just two months after the birth of her
first cnild, she was not well recovered from this experience.
Her doctor was concerned for her health, but in 1940 there
were no options. She and my father chose to abort this child,
fearful that her health was too fragile to manage another preg-
nancy so socn. Done by a backstreet butcher, the abortion'put
my mother's life in jeopardy ar.d led to complications which
nearly killed her during her pregnancy with me a few months la-
ter. She and I were inthe hospital for 21 days following my birth
and her health was permanently ruined. She underwent a hysterec-
tomy by age 30 and has had two spinal fusions to attempt"to re-
pair the damage dor.e to her bcdy because of her pregnancies.

I was more fortunate than she but also have a difficult
story to tell. I had problem pregnancies culminating with the
birth of my daughter by emergency caesarean section September
2, 1970. While nursing her, I decided to use a Dalken Shield
to prevent further pregnancies ( I had a son and a daughter and
did not feel physically capable of going through another pregnancy
having miscarried three times and having given birth to twins who
died at birth all in the five year span between my children). On-
known to me, the Shield worked its way through the caesarean scar
and lodged on the top of the uterus. I had been using contracep-
tive creams to prevent pregnancies before resorting to the IUD
but kept having urinary tract infections because of them. So
my urologist hospitalized me and performed a cystoscopic explor-
ation which included 16 X rays of my kidneys, bladder, ureters,
and urethra. To my obstetrician's and my horror, I was then two
weeks pregnant due to the failure of the IUD. He did not know
where it was, but he did- not feel that I was physically capable
of another pregnancy at that time (9 months after my caesarean).
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Furthermore, he felt certain that the fetus would be seriously
deformed as a result of the X ray exposure. So while neither
he, -my husband, nor I wanted this child, I could not easily get
an abortion. My doctor sent me to a psychiatrist who had to
coach me hew to fail a psychiatric exam to prove that I was not
capable of enduring another pregnancy at that time. I failed
my exam and the abortion was approved (by whomever decided such
matters of life and death in Arizona in 1971).

The abortion was performed but the IUD did not come out.
I had to have major surgery three months later ( when my ob-
stetrician felt I was healthy enough to undergo yet another
such procedure - three in one year). When he found the notor-
ious Dalken Shield enbedded in the caesarean scar within the
abdomen, he was certain that he had done the correct thing:
the caesarean scar could not have held for the duration of the
pregnancy - both the child and I would have died leaving two
very young children without a mother for t.-.e rest of their lives.

Fortunately, I had good cars ar.d my health was not ruined
as my mothers had been. I have thoroughly enjoyed both my chil-
dren and feel very fortunate to have been entrusted with two
lovely, healthy, vital young lives to raise. And I feel they
were fortunate to have been able to have me for their mother.
I have since divorced their father who became an alcoholic
and have successfully single parsr.ted them. My son is a sopho-
more at ASU majoring in accounti.-.g; my daucr.ter graduated as the
outstanding female student of her large junior high - based on
academic, musical and extra curricuiar activities. I have-earned
two masters degrees and a PhD sir.ee that tirre and am a psycholo-
gist at . I feel that I have had an important impact on
many lives. Had I not died, had I been forced to raise a seri-
ously impaired child, all of us would have suffered incredibly.
Statistics for families with seriously deformed children are
pathetic. Everyone's life is irreparably dirished.

And you want to take this right away from us. How dare you
play God with my life, my children's lives, cr cur futures. we
have the right to have determination over the quality of our
lives. Don't force us back into the hell holes of the illegal
abortionists. Let us make our choices based on our own reason-
ings: no one else should have control over decisions that im-
pact the very existence of women and their children but the wo-
men themselves. So my unborn child had rights? To destroy the
rest of us? I disagree. And we all know that unwanted children
are abused, neglected children. Let us bring healthy young
lives into this already crowded world - bcrn of parents who
want them, who will cherish them, nurture and provide for them.
Don't set us back to the dark alleys of the dark ages.

Emphatically,
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April 17, 1955

Dear President Seagar.:

You recently celebrated your 7^-'~ birthday. Congratulations. Sor.e
th*-ee decades ^ast, I recall wcnderir.s if I »ould be arcund for r.y 2i,th.
I* very nearly wasr.'t, ar.d I'd like to tell you a little about that.

Let- se begin by saying that I have been Tarried 33 years; I as the
"Mother of 5 v.ar.ted ar.d thoroughly loved c.-.ildrsr.; the grar.dsother cf 3;
and the victis of a rapist and an illegal abcrtic.-.ist.

have seant chancing u? to 20 years in pris/cr., botn for his and

Turned away by this reputable physician, I went to another, consid-
erably less reputable. This second"c::::r's sense of ethics left such to
be desired—his practice consisted prr.ss.rily of pushing asphetan-.ir.es; but
even he felt that perfcrsir.g an abcrtr.cn, no .-.atter v.hat -he reason, was
just too risky an undertaking.

Knowing nowhere else to turn, ar.d ccspletely terrified by all I had
heard about the local abortionist, I w e " hose and proceeded to try all
the sundry 'hose resecy' things I had heard cf—things like deliberately
throwing myself- ccv;n a-flight -of stairs, scalding the lower-half of sy
anatoay in hct tubs, pouncing en r.y cbdesc-r. with a -.eat sallet, -even drr.r.1:-
ing a full pir.f of c?.stcr oil, which I assure you is no enviable feat.

The single notable effect of all these efforts ar.d -.ore was that I
becace very .black and .blue and about a scr.th sore pregnant than I had been
when I started. And eo, as a final desperate neasure, I took the only
option left. I went to see the local back-alley abortionist—the san who
had r.o cause to fear the police because he was paying then off.

I think the thing I will always reT.er.ber sost vividly, Kr. 7eagan,
was walking up those three flights cf darkened stairs and down that pitchy
corridor and knocking at the door at the end of it, not knowing what lie
behind it, not knowing whether I would ever v:alk back down those stairs
again. Kore than the incredible filth cf the place, and sy fear on seeing
it that I would surely beccse infected; sere than the fact that the san
*as an alcoholic, that he was drinking throughout the procedure, a whiskey
glass in one hand, a sharp ir.struser.t in the cthe%r; .sore than the inde-
scribable pain, the =ost intense pain I have ever beer, subject to; sore
than the humiliation of being told, ''You can take your pants down now, but
you shoulda1—ha!ha!—kept 'ea on before"; sere than the degradation cf
being asked to perfcrs- a" deviate sex act after he had aborted se (he offer-
ed ss 20 cf sy 1000 bucks back for a "quick blow job"); sore than the
hesorrhagir.g and the peritor.itus and the hcspitalizaticn that followed;
sere even than the gut-twisting fear of being 'found out1 and locked away
for perhaps 20 years; sore than all cf these things, those pitchy stairs
and that dank, dark .-.ailway and the doer at the end cf it stay with se and
chill ry blood str.ll.

Because T saw in that darkness the clear ar.d distinct possibility
that at the age of 23 I sight very v. ell be taki.-.g the last walk cf sy
life;that I right never again see sy two children, cr ry husband, cr
anything else of tr.is world.

And still, kr.owing_this, knowing that sy 2Lth birthday sight never be,
I had no choice. I vsd to walk througn that :;;r, because net to have
•••cuid have rr.eant gr.vr.ng birth to the effstri-g cf a literal fiend; and
fcr -e, the terror cf that fats ::s.s ..:.- = ; -.-.a.-, death.

Thirty years later, I still have r.ightrares about these dark stairs
and that dark hail ar.d what vas en t.-.e ct.-er side cf t.-.at doer. And I
resent then. I resent r.ore t.-.an any words car. say what I had to endure
to terr.inate an unbearable —regr.anc". Hut I rsssr.t ever, sore the idea
that AKY WO!'AN should, for ANY 2EASC:', ever again be forced to e-d-sre
the sase. - — — — _ " _ _ _ _
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I'.y e>rperience, sad to say, is far from unique. I could speak to
you cays c?i end cf like experiences. V.';-er. v.-hite, v.-crer. black, v::rsn
ycur.g, we sen old, v;c~en known to "he -szica.1 bocks cr.ly by their i n i t i a l s
and their perforated or Lysol-damaged wembs and "heir resultant infect-
ions and suffering and, a l l too frequently, eventual deaths.

•.'.•C-.ST. really too young to be called women, victims cf the dirty
knife, undergoing hysterectomies at "is. '.Vc-en with bottles cf household
disinfectants, sometimes even lye, v;ho had no use fcr a hysterectomy,
nothing left to perform one on. Despe'rate, hopeless women v.-ith bent
heads, and unbent coathangers, screaming m. the"night, dead, at 25.. Werner,
for rhcra t"-s ?-~£." "right to l i fe" v,-is without meaning or substance.
Women murdered, as surely as putting a gun. to their heads, by'a blue-
ncsed and hypocritical society that lauded What Might 3s and condemned
What Was. --

The ran who rared se lef t r.e for dead. And I very nearly was.
The aan v:ho aborted"me could not have cared less if I had died. And
again, I very nearly did. But a miss i_s as good as a -.ile. And I did
=ake ~y 2i.th birthday. And despite a l l the horror, physical, psychologi-
cal and financial, I consider ->'self very lucky. I La s t i l l able to
Speak Cut. The real tragedy of those pre-1973 days cf State and Church
controlled wc-bs i s : those countless v.-o-en v;ho can only steak to you
fr== the grave.

In their zencry, I v.ar.t to t e l l you and the world today that to
speak cf a 'r ight to l i fe1 and deny simultaneously the right to LIVE
that l i f e , fully and in accord with ones cvrn rational dictates, is the
rest odious of -aradcxes. It i s an hypocrisy t-har ranks right uo there
with establishing a 'r ight to sexual freedom' for a l l eunuchs.

And finally, i t i s an insult to anyc-.e vcrthy of the t i t l e 'Hor.o
sapiens1.

A p r i l 15, 1985

Eear

This is not a lexxer abou^ an aborxion. I wish ix
were. Insxead, ix is about an inciaenx wr.ich took
place over forty years ago in a small ciid-westera
town on the banks of xhe original "Old Mill Sxream."

One night a young gir l jumpea off xne railroad briage
Xo be arownea in xnax river. I will always remeaber
the town coming alive with gossip over the fact that
she was pregnant ana unmarried.

I was enormously moved by what to me %as a terrible
tragedy. I could imagine tr.e young g i r l ' s cespair
as she made her decision xo ena ner l i fe rather than
face xhe sxigma of giving illegiximaxe birth. You
must remember this was a mid-western town wnere
"traditional values"—to use a current pr_rase—were
the only acceptable standards.

I was young and did not even know the term "abortion"
at the time. Perhaps the young gir l didn't either.
Even if she had, there would nave been no place in
that small town where sne could have obtained one.
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I still grieve for the girl. She should not have had
to pay with her life for that one mistake.

And we must nox now condemn otner women to The same
faxe. If we allow the current efforts of the anti-
abortionists to succeed, and return us to tne "old
values," that is exactly what will happen in many
cases. If a girl wno finds herself pregnant does
know about abortion, she aay lose her life unaer the
knife of an illegal abortionist. If sne does not,
she may so despair of r.er wreckea life that sne will
find a way to suicide. Zither way, it is a terrible
waste of a precious life—the woman's.

SI Paso, 'i'exas 79936

> a r President Reagan,
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Kay 16, 1585

Dear Members of Congress and Mr. Reagan:

I am breaking a 34 year silence about =y abortion because it is es-
sential for you to know what it is like to have lived this experience.
I believe you need to open yourself to what it is really like for women.
Since it is physically impossible for male government officials and elect-
ed representatives to be unwillingly pregnant, it behooves you to listen
and learn with enough bmility to avoid the incredible arrogance with
which this issue is so often approached. I hope you will learn to view
women's lives and reproductive choices with enough respect to insure
that they will never again be subject to unconstitutional restrictions.

I had an abortion in 1949 because I could not go through with a love-
less marriage for the sake of a child I did not want. I can still reaem-,-
ber with horror, the feelings of helplessness, despair, shaiae, guilt,
desperation and anger that engulfed :se. I was luckier than most women
in 1949t however. I was able to terminate the pregnancy. The benefits
to me were incalculable. I was ab,le to complete ny education,start a
professional career, and, 1 three years later, marry a man I did love. We
subsequently had three beautiful children by choice, children who were
welcomed with joy, cherished always, and raised with deep pleasure bee
cause we had attained economic security and the maturity necessary to
provide properly for them.

I was and shall always be profoundly grateful that the choice to have
a safe abortion was presented to me. I am certain that it saved me from
disastrous life—long consequences ensuing from divorce and the grinding
poverty of single parenthood. I have MaiViuH, 3TVER, even for one moment
regretted ny decision to end the pregnancy. What I do regret is the fact
that I had to do it illegally and in secrecy. Because I could not choose
abortion freely and in privacy as is now guaranteed by the constitution,
I have struggled with 36 years of suppressed anger, guilt and shame—
certainly not over the decision to abort, but over the punitive and di-
minishing effect of the puritannical sexual double standard which held
abof-tiontto be immoral. The fact thfa.t only women were subjected to vili— -
faction and contempt while the men's part in the issue was completely ig-
nored, and still is for the most part, is a continuing source of outrage
to me.

Women will never willingly return to the horrors and injustices, of
illegal abortions again. We will be silent no more-r-those of us who can
afford the painful price. Your mothers, wives, daughters, friends and
relatives, millions of us are among the silent who cannot come forward
with their truth. "Those of us who can, carry their burden and insist that
abortron mist remain legal, safe and accessible to avoid another adlleni-
um of agony and peril.

Sincerel

Eoe
Tucson, AZ 8571S




